The compositional, bottom-up computation of alternative sets was first introduced by Hamblin (1973) into Montague grammar to treat in-situ wh-questions. In the thirty years since then, alternative sets have found their way into theories of focus (Rooth 1985) , indeterminate pronouns (Shimoyama 2001), and free-choice indefinites (Kratzer and Shimoyama 2002). These theories often position alternatives as a scope-taking mechanism that operates separately from Quantifier Raising (May 1977), Quantifying In (Montague 1974), or some other scope-taking mechanism for "genuine" quantifiers like most. On these theories, then, it is not surprising that (say) in-situ who takes scope differently from most, as is empirically observed. In particular, if "genuine" scope requires syntactic movement but alternative scope does not, then constraints on movement apply only to the former, and we predictcorrectly-that the scope of most is more restricted than the scope of in-situ who.
The problem
In the simplest version of Montague grammar, denotations are always combined using function application. The following schema shows the value as well as type produced by function application, combining two constituents β and γ.
(3)
Plain-vanilla function application:
Plain-vanilla function application generates plain-vanilla sentences. In the trees below, bold text shows the words that make up a sentence.
(4) Alice saw Xavier.
Alice saw Xavier : t
Alice : e Alice saw Xavier : e, t
saw : e, e, t saw
Xavier : e Xavier
Alternatives
To add alternatives to Montague grammar, we replace each type A with the type A, t , in other words, the type of A-sets. For example, Hamblin takes a wh-constituent to denote a set of alternatives. A wh-NP denotes a set of individuals, and a wh-clause denotes a set of propositions, which an answer to the question would select from. A non-wh constituent denotes a singleton set, which can be thought of as a trivial set of alternatives; for example, saw denotes a singleton set containing the relation of seeing.
Intuitively, we can think of a set of A-alternatives as a nondeterministic Avalue. Guided by this intuition, semantic combination of alternative sets proceeds pointwise: an A-set can be combined with an A, B -set to produce a B-set. That is, each use of function application harbors two potential sources of nondeterminism: first, we may apply any of a set of functions; second, we may select any of a set of arguments. To implement this, we change the plain-vanilla function application rule (3) to:
Alternative-friendly function application: (i) . A constituent with nothing to bind denotes a constant function; for example, saw denotes a constant function mapping every assignment to the relation of seeing. Semantic combination of functions from assignments proceeds pointwise: an assignment-to-A function can be combined with an assignment-to-A, B function to produce an assignment-to-B function. To implement this, we change the plain-vanilla function application rule (3) to:
Variable-friendly function application:
As mentioned in the introduction, a primary application of variables is to interpret quantificational sentences, such as Alice saw nobody. For this and other applications, the grammar must provide some way to bind variables. A standard way to bind variables is Heim and Kratzer's predicate abstraction rule (1998) The quantifier nobody raises to c-command its scope Alice saw t i , leaving behind the trace t i . Predicate abstraction applies to this scope to provide nobody with its semantic argument. When nobody applies this scope to Xavier, the trace receives an assignment mapping i to Xavier, so the trace returns Xavier. So far, so good.
Alternatives and variables
What goes wrong when we try to mix alternatives with variables? To do so, Kratzer and Shimoyama (2002) replace each type A with the type g, A, t . For example, saw now denotes a constant function mapping every assignment to the singleton set containing the relation of seeing. The function application rule is easy to update:
(10) Alternative-friendly, variable-friendly function application:
However, it is not clear how to update the predicate abstraction rule (8) . From the last paragraph, we know that the types of the new rule must be as follows.
(11) Alternative-friendly predicate abstraction?
It turns out there is no rule with these types that produces the correct denotation. To see this, consider a sentence like who saw nobody, with a wh-phrase and a quantifier. (12), next to the λ i , is the denotation of the scope of nobody, computed using the function application rule (10). From this denotation, we want to produce a constant function that maps every assignment to the following set of functions.
Comparing the computed denotation in (12) against the desired denotation in (13) is clearly not what we want predicate abstraction to produce. Given that sets are not ordered, any predicate abstraction rule we can write has no way to tell the correct "transpose" from the incorrect ones.
1 Kratzer and Shimoyama (2002) try to get around the problem by including every "transpose" in the output set. Their predicate abstraction rule produces a set of 27 alternative functions rather than 3 in the case (12) above.
(16) Kratzer and Shimoyama's alternative-friendly predicate abstraction:
In a footnote, they write:
There is a question about the correctness of [ (16) 
instead.
The diagnosis
The sentence (12) above is problematic for Kratzer and Shimoyama's merger of alternatives and variables because a function to sets loses information with respect to a set of functions. Predicate abstraction is not to blame for the empirical failure noted in (17). Rather, the grammar should not have fed predicate abstraction a function to sets in the first place. To capture the correct set of answer propositions to (12), the grammar must generate a set of functions to start with. It may seem, then, that the proper merger of alternatives and variables should replace each type A not with the type g, A, t but with the type g, A , t . We can think of g, . . . as a "binding layer" in a type, and . . . , t as an "alternative layer" in a type, so that the alternative layer must be outside the binding layer for the sentence (12).
Unfortunately, we cannot just switch the two layers around permanently: even though (12) calls for sets of functions, (18) calls for functions to sets, because every man is unlikely to have the same number of paintings. Thus the required order between the alternative and binding layers depends on the scopes and bindings in the sentence. 4 Worse, alternative and binding layers need to be arbitrarily interposed in general. For example, (20) (20) properly, binding by i must take place outside-yet binding by j must take place inside-the alternative layer. The standard theory of binding cannot accommodate this alternative layer in the middle, because it uses a single assignment to bind all variables wholesale. Kratzer and Shimoyama can hardly be faulted for mixing alternatives and variables the wrong way, when there is no right way to compute alternatives compositionally while binding variables using assignments! 5 Instead, we need to handle each binding separately. That is precisely what is accomplished in variable-free semantics, which I now turn to.
A solution
In the rest of this paper, I extend Jacobson's variable-free semantics (1999, 2000) with alternative sets in a straightforward way, and show how alternatives and binding interact smoothly in the resulting system to interpret sentences like (12), (18), and (20) correctly.
Preliminaries
Actually, I cannot just start with Jacobson's theory, because it only addresses binding, not the quantification involved in the example sentences above. Fortunately, Barker (2002) has integrated Jacobson's theory with Hendriks's Flexible Types for quantification (1988, 1993 ) into a single system, so I take Barker's integration as my starting point.
For the purposes of this paper, we only need to say a few things about this starting point. It is a combinatory categorial grammar: the only mode of semantic combination is function application (as shown in (3)), but some unary rules (typeshifting operators) may apply to any denotation. Three type-shifting operators are relevant to us: Jacobson's g and z, and Hendriks's AR.
To deal with binding, Jacobson introduces two type-shifting operators, g and z. The g ("Geach") rule performs function composition; it combines one constituent that is waiting to be bound by a C with another constituent β to form a larger constituent that is again waiting to be bound by a C.
The z rule performs binding; if z is an individual argument to a constituent β, and g is another argument to β that is waiting to be bound by an individual, then z makes z bind into g. We need the second version of z below because, in the more complicated example (20), the subject which man i binds across nobody j into which of his i paintings.
(23) Jacobson's z:
λgyz. β g(z) (y)(z) : e, A , B, e, C z β : A, B, e, C
To deal with quantification, Hendriks introduces a type-shifting operator AR (among others). AR is so named because it performs argument raising; it makes a predicate that takes an individual argument take a generalized quantifier argument instead. We need the second version of AR below because, in the more complicated example (20), the quantifier nobody j takes scope under both which man i and which of his i paintings.
(24) Hendriks's AR:
e, B, t
Using these type-shifting operators, we can generate sentences like Every man i told nobody j about his i mother. We are now ready to accommodate in-situ wh-phrases in the mix.
Pervasive alternatives
Given that variable-free semantics expresses binding with functions, the diagnosis in §2 that each binding layer may need to enclose an alternative layer indicates that the range of each function may need to be a set of alternatives. Hence, generalizing to the worst case, I just let all functions return alternative sets. Whereas, as explained in §1. (Groenendijk and Stokhof 1991). 7 With this intuition in mind, it is easy to see how to change the function application rule (3) to cope with pervasive alternatives. Each use of function application now harbors three potential sources of nondeterminism: first, we may apply any of a set of functions; second, we may select any of a set of arguments; third (and this is new compared to §1.1), the function may return any of a set of results. These three nondeterministic steps are formalized in the new function application rule below, now more of a relation application rule.
(30) Pervasive-alternative-friendly function application:
To strengthen this intuition of nondeterminism, I now change the notation for the remainder of this paper: Henceforth, I write A, B to mean not the type of A-to-B functions, but the type of A-to-B relations. I write ": A" after a semantic value to mean not that the value is an element of the type A, but that the value is a subset of the type A.
I also change the notation for semantic values to suit pervasive alternatives: I use the abstraction syntax λx. . . . to create not a function, but a singleton set containing a relation. I use the application syntax . . . (. . .) to compute not function application, but the image of a set of arguments under a set of relations. Thus, for example, the λ-term λz. f (g(z)) means no longer to compose the functions f and g, but to compose the relations f and g. Happily, this new term syntax fits the new type syntax introduced in the previous paragraph: if f : A, B and g : C, A , then λz. f (g(z)) : C, B still. Note that a λ-bound variable, like z in λz. f (g(z) ), is always a singleton. 8 Because the new term syntax fits the new type syntax, and the new term and type syntax resembles the old term and type syntax, we can reinterpret Jacobson and Hendriks's λ-terms for their type-shifting operators to take pervasive alternatives into account. That is, we now read g in (22) as not function composition but relation composition, and also reinterpret (23) and (24) to redefine z and AR. This reinterpretation is the main payoff of the new notation.
One final piece of new notation: I write · · · + · · · to denote the union of the two alternative sets denoted by the two subexpressions. Analogously, I write Σx. . . . to denote the union of a family of alternative sets, obtained by varying x as a bound variable in the subexpression. These are the only ways to create nonsingleton alternative sets in the new notation. Intuitively, + means to flip a coin to decide which branch to take. For instance, f (x + y) is equivalent to f (x) + f (y).
Hamblin's original insight was to model a wh-question as a nondeterministic set of propositions. To reimplement this insight in the new system, I now assign denotations to who and which. On one hand, I take who to be an unrestricted wh-NP, thus denoting the set of individuals.
(31) who = Σy. y : e.
On the other hand, which relates a property to individuals satisfying it.
(32) which = λP. Σy∈ P. y : e, t , e .
In other words, which maps each property to the set of individuals satisfying it. In yet other words, which simply denotes the singleton set containing the identity function on properties. This denotation makes crucial use of the pervasive nature of alternatives in the new system: it is a singleton set, but containing a function that returns non-singleton sets. With implicit alternatives in the notation, λ-conversion is only allowable when the argument is a singleton. For example, we must be careful not to λ-convert (33) λx. saw(x)(x) (Alice + Barbara) : t to (34) saw(Alice + Barbara)(Alice + Barbara) : t.
These two λ-terms do not denote the same value-(33) is a set of two propositions (35) saw(Alice)(Alice) + saw(Barbara)(Barbara), whereas (34) is a set of four propositions (36) saw(Alice)(Alice) + saw(Alice)(Barbara) + saw(Barbara)(Alice) + saw(Barbara)(Barbara).
That is all! We can finally return to the problematic sentences (12), (18), and (20), and derive the correct set of answer propositions for each of them. 
